PATTERNS

CG - 1 COVERAGE - 50%

CG - 2 COVERAGE - 75%

CG - 3 COVERAGE - 78%

CG - 4 COVERAGE - 25%

CG - 5 COVERAGE - 59%

CG - 6 COVERAGE - 10%

REMARKS
- colours shown comprise the basic colour palette - other colours are available upon request
- due to differences in settings of web browsers and printers, colours and sizes of elements in presented patterns can differ from prints on products
- for completion dates and other colour options consult Sales Department
- for dimensions of glass panes with standard screen printing patterns consult Sales Department
- colours of prints may slightly vary from RAL palette
COLOURS

- white RAL 9010 or 9016
- etching imitation
- sulfur yellow RAL 1016
- lemon yellow RAL 1012
- oxide red RAL 3009
- green RAL 6024
- turquoise blue RAL 5021
- blue RAL 5005
- etching imitation black RAL 9004 or 9005
- brown beige RAL 1011
- blue grey RAL 7031
- agate grey RAL 7038
- brown RAL 8004
- chocolate brown RAL 8017
We constantly modify our manufacturing processes and change habits to limit the negative effect on the environment. In order to facilitate the changes, we have adopted ISO 14001, the worldwide management system for environmental protection.

We kindly request you to minimize the negative effect of this leaflet on the environment by using it multiple times. Please recycle the used leaflet, using the waste sorting method. Thanks to that, the materials can be used again.

Our plants and products are audited or certified by acknowledged certification bodies, including:

- CEKAL
- IGCC
- ifi
- Rosenheim
- Sitac
- Inspecta
- ESQ
- BCCA
- BM TRADACERTIFICATION
- BM TRADACERTIFICATION
- BSI
- SCC
- Safety Glazing Certification Council

We make every effort to ensure that presented publication contained current information as of the date of print.

Due to the continuous development of our product range may differ from market to market. Product’s availability should always be confirmed with Sales Department.